Living Building Challenge & Awair Omni
Using Awair Omni to Tackle LBC Imperative 08:
Healthy Interior Environment

To accomplish the Health & Happiness portion of the LBC program, participants must
comply with Imperative 08: Healthy Interior Environment, which requires Indoor Air Quality
monitoring. With the release of LBC v4.0, maintaining healthy indoor air quality has
become a Core Imperative.
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Hiring an IAQ specialist to test your air and provide custom reports can be costly. Awair
Omni can help you streamline this process, save money, and continuously improve your
indoor air quality over time.
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Because Awair Omni is certified by RESET, it can be used as an alternative compliance
path for teams looking to conduct IAQ testing and implement a continuous air quality
monitoring solution. Rather than submitting two separate IAQ tests (one for post-construction
and one post-occupancy), Awair Omni can be used in conjunction with more limited
post-construction spot tests for formaldehyde, NO2, ozone, and 4-PCH to meet this LBC
requirement. For more on the benefits of using Awair Omni to support LBC certification,
check out this article.
To remain valid, the project must meet RESET certification requirements (maintaining
healthy air quality levels) for a twelve month period. If your project is already on track to
be a Living Building, maintaining RESET air quality standards should require minimal effort
and reinforce overarching project goals.

Getting Started
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Interested in learning more about Awair Omni? Visit our website for more
information or contact us to discuss how to implement a continuous air quality
monitoring solution as part of your next project.
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Have specific questions about LBC certification requirements?
Reach out to a LBC representative to learn more about specific program
criteria, compliance pathways, and reporting standards.

